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kidney society
(Auckland based), covering the Northland, Auckland, Waikato,
Bay of Plenty, Lakes, Tairawhiti & Hawke’s Bay regions

‘helping people with kidney failure get on with life’

Prabha Whati has been part of the Kidney Society
‘family’ since 1996. She has been on PD, had a transplant
that lasted 11 years and is now on incente haemo.
You can read her story on page 5.
The Kidney Society News is proudly supported by our printers

Kidney Society “who, what, where”
P O Box 97026 Manukau City, Auckland 2241;
Phone 09 278 1321, or FREEPHONE 0800 235 711
e-mail: kidneysociety@adks.co.nz www.kidneysociety.co.nz
Kidney Society Centre, Auckland: 5 Swaffield Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland
2025. Office hours: generally 9 - 5 Monday to Friday, Answerphone a/hrs
Nora our Manager writes
the News, talks to renal staff
on behalf of people
registered with the Society
and is responsible for
funding, service design and
quality.

Gina our Office Manager is in
charge of running the office,
the community houses, raffles,
events organising and general administration.
Tracey our Wellness Educator
can help you keep mobile
and feel good “the gentle” or
“the active” way. She can
find you a gym or give you
exercises for at home.

We should have a new social
worker early in 2021, thanks to
the Lotteries Covid Recovery
Fund that is funding the salary!
Brian our Community
Health Educator can help
you understand kidney
failure and treatments and
how these things affects
you and your family.

Matt our Caretaker is
responsible for maintaining
our centre and our
community houses, vehicles
and equipment.

Jenny keeps an eye on
things at the dialysis
houses, shows new people
how things work and helps
them settle in.

Paula works part time with
Nora on projects and reviewing the way we manage the
Society as we continue to
develop new services and
grow the society.

Maria our Office Assistant
works with Gina to keep
everything in the office
ticking over, leaflets printed, the News mailed out
and more.

Sandy our Client Services
Assistant manages our client
database, sends out new
patient packages, invitations
helps with mailouts and more.

Contact us for information or a chat, weekdays 9-5,
phone 0800 235 711, email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz
or just come to the Kidney Society Centre, 5 Swaffield
Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland

0800 235 711
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Home visits Northland including Kawakawa,
Moerewa, Kaikohe and Kaitaia North
Monday 8 – Friday 12 March
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email
brian@adks.co.nz

Home Visits Hamilton
Tuesday 23rd to Thursday 25th March
if you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email
brian@adks.co.nz

Pre Dialysis Education Tauranga
with the Waikato Pre-Dialysis team and Brian
from the Kidney Society
Wednesday 24 March, 10.00 am – 2.00 pm
at St Andrews Church Fellowship Lounge, Cnr River Road and Te
Aroha Street, Hamilton
For information contact Pre-Dialysis Nurse Specialist Mark Hodge on
mob. 021 759 561 or contact Brian on 0800 235

Home visits Gisborne
Wednesday 7th to Friday 9th April
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email
brian@adks.co.nz

Home visits Tokoroa, Turangi, Taupo,
Murupara and Putaruru
Tuesday 20 April – Tokoroa
Wednesday 21 April – Turangi and Taupo
Thursday 22 April – Murupara and Taupo
Friday 23 April – Tokoroa and Putaruru
if you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email
brian@adks.co.nz
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Contributions to the Kidney Society News are
always welcome. To be in time for the next News,

please get your contributions to us before
Wednesday 14th April
Why not write us a story or send us a photo

REAL LIFE STORIES
Many people say that what they enjoy most in the News is stories
written by people themselves.
Enjoy Prabha’s story in this News!
You can read many more stories in the free Australian Kidney Foundation book Yesterday Today & Tomorrow. It is full of stories written
by people living with dialysis and transplant.
You can find the book by entering this into google:
kidney-health-australia-book-yesterday-today-and-tomorrowpatient-stories
You can read the book online, or you can download it here:
https://kidney.org.au/resources/booklets/yesterday-today-andtomorrow-book
There re stories cover the following topics:
 First diagnosis
 Initial treatments
 Dealing with it, relationships and
personal issues
 Peritoneal dialysis
 Haemodialysis
 Carers and donors perspectives
 Transplant
 Living well- travel, work and leisure
 Hopes for the future
Here are two of the shorter stories, there are many more to read, all
written by ‘real’ people like you.
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Sarina, Home duties:
“Denial was my first feeling. I thought, “okay, yeah, give me a tablet
and I will be fine.” I told all my family that I was alright and there was
nothing to worry about. From when I was diagnosed with renal failure
it took six months to start dialysis.“
Shane, Software developer/consultant:
” My training was very good. The first few weeks of haemodialysis
were in-centre and all the staff were very helpful. By the time I started the home training sessions I was comfortable with the process
and doing most of the preparation. I found the actual home training
very straight forward and was cannulating myself after three days. It
was just a matter of repeating the process enough times ‘til it became automatic. During this time I did make a few minor mistakes
that the staff helped me through. This turned out to be very positive,
as it gave me experience at troubleshooting problems that can occur, and as a result I am a very confident operator now.”
Pierre, Retired technical translator , lexicographer and military officer: “Having Kidney Disease has made me much poorer monetarily,
but much richer as a human being. I think I’ve learned more about
myself and my ability to stay positive and optimistic. Being on dialysis
has opened up opportunities to meet many fine people I would
never have come into contact with otherwise, and to develop lasting friendships.”

And here is Prabha’s Story:
HI everyone,
My name is Prabha and I have been battling kidney disease most of my life. The main reason for
me to write this article is to inform other patients
what it feels like to do dialysis through a graft in
your leg.
I was only 35 years old when my kidneys failed and I went on PD dialysis. I used to do dialysis overnight and go to work in the morning.
Life was very hard, no money and new to the country with kidney
problems so I had to work. After 3 and a half years on dialysis I got a
transplant. I was one of those lucky ones who got a transplant after
only 3 and a half years on dialysis. Life was good and I had my ups
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and owns but with the help of my husband and my family I K kept
going.
Then after eleven years I was told that my kidney was failing again
and I would have to go on dialysis again.
So this time around I decided to do haemodialysis. Since I am a diabetic my veins were very bad and the doctor told me that I would
need a graft in my left arm. So a graft was made and I started home
training. Unfortunately my graft got blocked after only 3 months, so a
graft was made in my right arm. The doctors told me this is the last
option, if this blocks off you will need a graft in your leg. This time
around I was lucky because my graft lasted 6 years.
Finally last year I had a graft made in my left thigh.. When the doctors told me the time had come for the graft to be made in the leg I
was very very scared because I have never met anyone with a graft
in the leg. All types of weird things started coming in my head: How I
will do dialysis through my leg, I will have to undress in front of the
nurses, how will they put needles in my leg. You name it, I had all the
questions with no answers.
After my operation slowly I got used to my graft and now I am doing
dialysis through my leg. I have learnt one thing along the way – no
use crying and getting upset, just go with the flow and everything will
be alright in the end. If you worry too much no doctor or any body
in this world can heal you, you have to look for the positive sides
ands mile and be happy!

Prabha
Prabha’s clever dialysis pants
Prabha showed us her special dialysis pants
which she wears to dialysis. With the graft in her
leg she did not like the idea, as she says in her
story, of having to ‘undress’ to have the needles
put into her leg.
So, she cleverly adapted a pair of pants to
open all along the side, as in the photo. Velcro
keeps it closed top to bottom, and the middle
bit where the needles go is pulled apart for dialysis. No need to undress – what a great idea!!
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Trusts and Foundations support
Received 23 November 2020 to 11 February 2021






NZ Lottery Grants Board $85,000 For Salaries
Trust Waikato $8,000 For Waikato Services
Oxford Sports Trust $1422.60 for Salaries
St Joans Charitable Trust Services for older people 6,000
Springhill Charitable Trust $5,000 for Hawke’s Bay services

Your fundraising 23 November 2020-11 February 2021
Subscriptions
Member donations
In Memoriam donations
Total

$74
$915
$120
$1109

Thank you everyone!
In Memoriam Donations
Donations were received In memory of Sandra
White and Michael Youens. These gifts, like all donations and gifts made in someone’s memory, are
used with care towards our services for people with kidney failure.

1.

Kidney Society PD BELTS: a simple,
cost effective solution to keep your
catheter safe. Small-Xlarge.

Cost $35.00 + $4.00 p&p
Phone Gina on 0800 235 711 to order. For information about the right
size for you and how to wear them, phone Brian, 0800 235 711 for
advice.
If you are ordering over the
phone you can pay by either
credit card, or directly into our
Bank account, ASB Bank
12 3032 0705009 00
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Remember to enclose your name and address details for posting.
When ordering you need to be sure of your size, as we cannot exchange pouches due to health reasons. If you are not sure call the
office 09 278 1321 or toll free 0800 235 711.
We stock five sizes of pouches – available in white only






Xtra Small
Small
Medium
Large
Xtra Large

= 60 cm / 24 inches
= 80 cm/ 32 inches
= 100 cm/38 inches
= 110 cm/44 inches
=125 cm/49 inches

Cook for Life Book, $10
Contact Gina at the Kidney Society,
gina@adks.co.nz , 0800 235 711 to order a Cook
for Life Book. Cost: $10 for people registered with
the Kidney Society, others $20, postage included. If you are ordering
over the phone you can pay by either credit card, or directly into
our Bank account, ASB Bank 12 3032 0705009 00

Bready steady… bake!
In the renal department at Auckland City Hospital we have
been talking about bread. Bread can be a very nourishing
choice packed with fibre, when you know what to look for!
Did you know?
Wholegrain bread provides more vitamins, minerals, and fibre
than white bread.
Fibre is good for your bowel health. When looking at the bread
label, try to choose bread with at least 3g of fibre per serve (2
slices), and has wholemeal flour as the first ingredient. If you
can, try to choose the bread with the lowest sodium per serve
too.
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You could try making homemade bread! It is lower in sodium, higher
in fibre, fresh from the oven, and you don’t need a bread maker!
Tips for yummy homemade bread:








Choose easy recipes first and try different methods when
you feel confident e.g. no knead, sourdough, and flat
bread.
Leave out the salt or only use ½ of what is suggested
Try different ideas- cornbread, sourdough, no knead
bread, use a bread-maker if you have one, or homemade
buns!
Making your own means you know exactly what ingredients your bread contains.
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Easy No Knead
Bread
2 cups wholemeal flour
1 cup plain flour
1tsp Active Yeast
1½ cups warm water
1tbsp oil
1. Add the wholemeal flour, plain flour, and yeast to a large
bowl, and mix to combine.
2. Pour in the warm water and oil; mix it all together into a
rough dough, scraping any dry bits off the side of the bowl.
3. Cover the bowl with a tea towel or glad wrap and leave
overnight (or around 6-24 hours). You could leave it on the
bench or in the hot water cupboard if you have one.
4. 6-24 hours later, preheat your oven to 210°C fan bake.
While you are waiting, line a loaf tin with baking paper or
spray well with cooking spray. Shape the dough with your
hands and transfer it to the tin. Leave it to rise while the oven heats, around 20 min.
5. Bake for around 35 minutes or until golden and hollow
sounding when tapped.
6. Leave the bread to cool for a few minutes then remove it
from the tin to cool completely.
7. Slice into 10-12 slices.
8. Try sprinkling some oats or seeds on the top of your bread
before you bake it to add even more fibre and crunch!
Madi Rich, Auckland City Hospital (on behalf of Auckland Regional Renal Dietitians), December 2020
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What makes a healthy sandwich?
Sandwiches can be a simple, healthy, and tasty lunch option if
you choose the right ingredients. Here’s how!
2.
Use two slices of bread
Use wholemeal or multigrain bread where possible. Or try the
tasty and easy no knead bread recipe in the bread article!
3.
Add meat or meat alternative
Choose fresh filling options such as eggs, chicken or beef, as
they are naturally lower in sodium, phosphorus and a good
source of protein. Try these options below:
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Vege it up
Include plenty of colourful vegetables to help boost the fibre
and keep you feeling fuller for longer. Here are a range of
tasty low potassium vegetable options for your sandwich:

=
Trishala Varma, Auckland City Hospital (on behalf of Auckland
Regional Renal Dietitians), December 2020
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Seasonal Fruits and Vegetables
Eating seasonally means you get a good variety of foods all year
round, and buying in season is a great way to shop!
You can often find what you’re looking for in the supermarket, vege
store or at your local farmer’s market. Fresh produce tastes great
and is usually at a more affordable price.
Summer is a time for rapid growth in the garden, so perfect for seeing some home-grown successes. Try growing lettuce, tomatoes, watercress, beans, broccoli, capsicum, courgette, silver beet, spinach
or corn.
Occasionally, seasonal fruits are met with some hesitation, especially
when fruits such as nectarines, peaches, plums, apricots and oranges are plentiful.
Worrying about keeping potassium from getting too high can often
result in restricting some of these favourite fruits. If you are not sure
which fruits are high in potassium, or whether you need to be careful
of your potassium intake, ask to see your dietitian.

Here are some of our favourite summer recipes
Crunchy summer coleslaw – Serves 4
Ingredients
 1/4 cabbage, finely
shredded
 1/2 onion, finely sliced
 1/3 cucumber, quarter,
finely sliced
 1/2 cup fresh herbs,
ander, mint or parsley
Dressing
 1/4 cup plain unsweetened yoghurt
 1 tbsp lemon juice
 1 tbsp vegetable oil e.g. olive oil
Method
1. Combine the cabbage, red onion, cucumber and fresh
herbs in a large bowl
2. Mix together the dressing ingredients and add to the cabbage mixture
3. Toss well and transfer to a serving bowl
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Cucumber and yoghurt dip – Serves 4
Ingredients
 1 cucumber, grated
 1 clove garlic, crushed
 1/4 cup mint leaves,
sliced
 1 1/2 cups plain unsweetened yoghurt
 1 tbsp lemon juice
Method
1. Place the grated cucumber in a sieve or a clean tea towel
and squeeze out the excess liquid
2. Mix all ingredients in a bowl
3. Cover and place in the fridge until ready to serve.
4. Serve with vegetables sticks or wholegrain crackers or with
your main meal
Rice and Bean Salad – Serves 4
Ingredients
 1 cup brown rice
 2 cups water
 1 can kidney beans, drained
and rinsed
 1 can corn kernels, drained
and rinsed or fresh boiled corn
if available
 1/2 cup chopped coriander or other herbs
 1 cucumber, diced
 1 capsicum, diced
 3 tbsp white vinegar
 2 tbsp oil
Method
1. Rinse the rice under cold running water
2. Combine rice and water and cook in a saucepan with lid
3. Bring water to the boil then turn down to low
4. Once water is below the level of the rice, turn the heat off
and leave covered for 10 minutes
5. Remove from heat and allow to cool
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6. When rice is cool, mix with remaining ingredients in a large
bowl
7. Serve immediately or cover and refrigerate.
Recipes adapted from the Heart Foundation NZ
Waikato Renal Dietitians (on behalf of Auckland Regional Renal
Dietitians (ARRD)), February 2021

We thank all our dietitians, past and present, who
have contributed great advice and suggestions to
our News for many years. We know our readers
always look forward to the recipes!

Dialysis chair in good condition for
sale
Are you on home haemo but have fond
memories of dialysing in a hospital dialysis chair while you were in-centre and
would like one at home, we have this
used chair for sale, given to us by
someone who no longer needs it
Special price for our readers: $300. The
chair is fully functional and electrically
checked. The price of a new chair is
several thousand dollars.
If you live in Auckland we may be able
to deliver. If you live elsewhere there will
be delivery charges on top, unless you
can collect.
Contact Gina at the Kidney
Society, 0800 235 711 or email
gina@adks.co.nz
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The above “thank you” appeared on he Monte Cecilia Housing Trust
Facebook page recently.
Many of you will remember our garage sales, where we sold goods
donated by our readers and others to support the Society’s services.
Unfortunately we had to stop the sale when it became too time consuming for our staff some years ago.
We still receive donated items from time to time. Some are used for
raffle prizes, some are used in and around the centre and our dialysis
houses. Some of what we cannot use ourselves we have recently
donated to Monte Cecilia Housing Trust, a not for profit organisation
which has helped and supported a number of our clients over the
years, and we at the Kidney Society admire their work.
Monte Cecilia Housing Trust is well worth supporting we think!
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From the Monte Cecelia website:
Monte Cecilia Housing Trust offers a range of housing services that
support low income families to find affordable and appropriate
housing as well as preparing them to manage their own home. Our
services range from housing advice and referral, advocacy for sustainable rental housing.
With 30 social work, administration and tenancy staff we are passionate about what we do with some staff fluent in the Maori, Samoan and Tongan languages
Our service delivery model enables low income families with a serious housing need to have access to safe and affordable
emergency housing for up to 3
months. During this time, families contribute to a savings program,
develop skills in household management and benefit from comprehensive family support services through our supportive housing program. Families are able to stabilise their living situation as Monte assists them to transition towards independent long term sustainable
housing, either in a Public Housing, Monte community lease home or
private rental. Currently Monte is able to support 70 families in emergency/transitional housing options across south Auckland
Wraparound services provided by Monte to support homeless families include: financial & IT literacy, parenting programs, household
management, cooking classes, family goal setting and job seeking,
housing readiness.
In total Monte Cecilia Housing Trust owns 54 housing options and
leases another 220 plus homes to assist families by offering affordable
rentals across South & West Auckland, these homes mostly create a
pathway out of emergency / transitional housing
Our overall aim is to ensure a successful transition to independent
housing so that families can better determine their own futures.

We are happy to pass on suitable donated items to the Monte
Cecilia Housing Trust – as long as they are not too big!
Before delivering any goods to our Centre, please contact
Gina on 0800 235 711 or email gina@adks.co.nz. to talk about
what you want to donate to make sure it is suitable.
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Kidney Society Raffles
Our raffle prize cupboard is looking bare.
Here we are again collecting items for our annual
Raffle programme.
Can you help?

Do you have any new packaged unwanted gifts or non
perishable food items to donate to the Kidney Society?
For example: small appliances, homeware, giftware, manchester,
toys, canned items etc! If you can help, FANTASTIC!
Please deliver or send to the Kidney Society, 5 Swaffield Road,
Papatoetoe, Auckland 2025 or PO Box 97026 Manukau City,
Auckland 2241. Phone Gina on 0800 235 711 to discuss or for info.

Looking after your fistula or graft
with a fistula cover - for sale from
the Kidney Society:
There are various reasons why people like to cover
their fistula, especially if it is ‘well used’ and getting
rather big. Some people don’t like how it looks,
others want to make sure they don’t damage
their fistula. It is only light protection, but it helps
avoid scratches and can help remind you it is
there!

Fistula Cover, lower arm, black only.
Length 18 cm or 21 cm, longer by request. Special price
for Kidney Society registered haemodialysis patients only:
$5 each or 2 for $10
Phone the Kidney Society on 0800 235 711 for information or to
order, or mail cash/cheque to Kidney Society, P O Box 97026,
Manukau City, Auckland 2241, or call in at the Centre, 5 Swaffield
Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland. If you are ordering over the phone
you can pay by either credit card, or directly into our Bank
account, ASB Bank 12 3032 0705009 00
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Posture and Restricted Circulation
Your posture can have an affect on the circulation to your arms and
hands.
As you can see from the picture below if your upper body posture is
poor and “slumped forward” then it will not only restrict your shoulder
movement, but also that restriction puts pressure on the blood supply to your arms and hands.
It is kind of like having a kink in your garden hose.

Try the simple exercise on the next page to increase circulation to
the arms but reduce tightness in the shoulders. It feels good too!
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Backward Shoulder Roll
Sitting or standing with
good posture & keeping
your head still,


Lift the shoulders up
towards your ears
and push them back,
then forward, up and
back around.



Continue this movement and add your
breathing exercise.



Breathe in as your lift
the shoulders up.



Exhale as your push them back, down up and repeat.



Continue this slowly imagining all the tension being released with
each exhale.

If you have any questions, or want some help or ideas to help you
improve your mobility, or to just feel better about yourself by ‘doing
something’ towards your own wellness, just contact me:

Tracey Drinkwater, Wellness Educator, 0800 235 711 or
tracey@adks.co.nz

Plus Size Swimwear Options
With the warmer weather the
water can be a great place for
exercise. With NZ having some
of the most beautiful beaches
and excellent community pools
there are many options.
Often the most difficult thing is
to find suitable swimwear, and
finding something you feel
comfortable in and reasonably priced can also be a challenge.
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Most New Zealand community pools have rules for what you are

able to wear in the pool.

This is a typical sign at most NZ community based aquatic centres
and shows what acceptable swimwear is
Many people like to wear board shorts and a rash shirt, they offer a
little more cover up and are much easier to get in and out of. RASH
SHIRTS are community pool approved t-shirts that are made of
swimwear type fabric. They are also very good for extra sun protection.
If you want a larger size it is better to buy menswear rash shirts &
even board shorts as there is a better range of sizes for less cost.
The men’s section in Kmart & The Warehouse have reasonably
priced rash shirts ($10-$30), that go up to 2XL at Kmart and 6XL at The
Warehouse. And the online selections for both of these stores seem
to be better and cheaper than instore.
In fact it seems that online is a good place to find suitable swimwear
as there is a bigger selection and it is often cheaper than in store.
Obviously the only downside is you cannot try before you buy!
Here is a list of websites that have a good selection of swimwear:
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www.kmart.co.nz
www.smwr.co.nz
www.ezibuy.com
www.farmers.co.nz

www.thewarehouse.co.nz
www.covertogs.co.nz
www.curvyswimwear.com.au

You can also google plus size swimwear nz and
you will find many websites to explore.
If you have any questions, or want some help or ideas
to help you improve your mobility, or to just feel better
about yourself by ‘doing something’ towards your own wellness, just
contact me:

Tracey Drinkwater, Wellness Educator, 0800 235 711 or
tracey@adks.co.nz

PRE-DIABETES
What is Pre-Diabetes or
Impaired Glucose Tolerance?
Pre-diabetes is also known as impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT). This occurs when the glucose (sugar) in your blood is
higher than normal, but not high enough to be called diab etes. Pre-diabetes can often lead to type 2 diabetes although
changing the amount and type of food that you eat and i ncreasing your physical activity may prevent the development
of type 2 diabetes.
Your body produces insulin, which is needed to transport gl ucose from your blood stream to your muscle, liver and fat
cells, where it is used for energy. Pre-diabetes means the insulin is not working properly. Excess body fat contributes to this
problem by causing resistance to insulin.
People with pre-diabetes have a higher chance of getting
type 2 diabetes and heart disease.
You can halve your chance of getting type 2 diabetes by lo sing 5-10% of your body weight. You can do this by making
healthy food choices and doing at least 30 minutes of physical
activity every day. Healthy eating and regular physical activ ity will help to:
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•
•
•
•

Keep your blood glucose within an acceptable range.
Reach and maintain a healthy body weight.
Keep your blood lipids (including cholesterol) within an a cceptable range.
Reduce your blood pressure.
KNOW YOUR RISK

Diabetes New Zealand Healthy Eating Plan
https://www.diabetes.org.nz/pre-diabetes?rq=PRE%20DIABETES
Your blood glucose levels are directly affected by the kind
and amount of carbohydrate (starchy foods and sugar) you
eat.
Your risk of having a heart attack or stroke is affected by the
kind and amount of fat you eat.
People with diabetes do not need to buy special foods or
cook separate meals. The whole family can eat the same
healthy foods.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drink plenty of water and stop drinking fruit juice and
sugar-sweetened drinks.
Eat breakfast, lunch and dinner every day.
Eat some carbohydrate at each meal, but not too much.
Stop eating foods high in sugar.
Choose foods low in fat.
Follow the Diabetes New Zealand Healthy Plate, find the
Diabetes and healthy food choices pamphlet by Googling
Diabetes and healthy food choices.
Match the food you eat to your weight, medications, me dical conditions and activity.

Keep Active - Regular physical activity has many
benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Lowers blood glucose levels.
Makes the body work better.
Helps with weight control.
Lowers high blood pressure.
Relieves stress.
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Activities can include brisk walking, biking, swimming, dancing
and mowing the lawn. Aim for at least 30 minutes of moderate
activity each day. More is better but begin gradually and
build up slowly.
If you are joining a gym or exercise class talk to your doctor
first.

See the Diabetes New Zealand pamphlet Diabetes
and physical activity on the website,
www.diabetes.org.nz for more information.
To stay well:
•
•
•
•
•

Lose weight if you need to.
Eat healthy food.
Keep physically active.
Don’t smoke.
Have regular health checks.

Remember, everyone in your family can eat the same healthy
foods. Children need to have healthy food and plenty of a ctivity from a young age

To read the Kidney Society
News in BIG PRINT please go
to www.kidneysociety.co.nz
and click on the News picture.
To find many back issues, go to
the ‘what we do’ page, then
click Kidney Society Magazine
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We know there is much interest in the
various implantable artificial kidney
projects.
There is much work underway worldwide, there is lots of information
available and there is hope for the future – but in reality implantable
artificial kidneys are possibly not likely to become a reality in the lifetime of most if not all current NZ renal patients.
Nevertheless, much work is being done to worldwide, and if you are
interested in finding out what progress is being made, you can
search for ‘artificial implantable kidney’ on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=artificial+implantab
le+kidney

We are often asked to include scientific research articles in the
News. For various reasons we do not normally publish research information found online in the News. There is so much available
online that it is difficult to choose, and impossible for us to determine
whether articles are ‘suitable’. There is also the issue of copyright.
However, our readers can find this kind of information for themselves, you can follow the links shown below to get started.
https://theconversation.com/nz/topics/kidney-disease-489
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You can subscribe to receive regular Healio renal updates in your inbox, register here: https://www.healio.com/news/nephrology
https://www.healio.
com/news/nephrol
ogy/chronickidney-disease

The blog post below was made by
Yvonne Coleman on January 7, 2021
https://homedialysis.org/news-andresearch/blog/405-the-insignificance-in-thesignificant
We hope it’s OK to print this fantastic blog here!

When I started dialysis in the year 2000, the last thing I thought I
would be doing is writing this blog 20 years later. My life reminds me
of a story I read, called, The Things They Carried. I’ve come to think
that dialysis patients are like the soldiers in that story. See, the things
they carried in their utility kits described them. The contents told us of
the lives they led, and the things that kept them alive and going during war.
We, the patients with CKD (chronic kidney disease), and ESRD (endstage renal disease), learn about each other, out of habit, with every
visit to in-center treatments. Sometimes we only learned what we
know about each other through families or caregivers: the kind and
caring home attendant sitting in the waiting room, the spouse who
came to pick someone up, or the sibling who brought a snack or
lunch. Unfortunately, some of our fellow soldiers are speechless, by
choice, or condition.
We are akin to soldiers fighting in a war—some
choosing quiet safety, others jovial denial, or
pensive waiting; the enemy is unseen, but present. It is a battle for survival day by day. We
learned what our comrades loved by observation. We saw what they like to eat, if you sat
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close to them, also what they like to do in their free time by conversation, saw what they watched on television, or heard the music
they listened to and enjoyed.
The medical communities know us, however by association of numbers: medical record numbers,
k/tV —clearance, blood pressure, A1c, potassium
levels, etc., and of course our old adversary: dry
weight in (kg) kilograms. If you are anything like me,
before you unwillingly joined the kidney disease
battle, you probably didn’t even know there was such a thing as
“dry weight”—those pounds absent the buildup of fluids in our bodies, which cannot be expelled through normal means. Most of us
came into this battle a few pounds over what we are now, but just
like soldiers on a strict ration diet, we too are on dietary restrictions to
last through the battle. One example, the limited water, “32 ounces
a day”—the last thing you want to do is run out of your rations before
the 24 hours are over on a long hot summer day, or eat that salty
snack or banana you’re craving that will affect your potassium level,
and the crucial role it plays on your heart functioning properly. I’m
speaking from experience. I wasn’t always a role model for kidney
health.
As an advocate for kidney disease, I fought the good fight. I’ve experienced it all: swelling, high and uncontrollable blood pressure, triple by-pass open heart surgery, potassium build up, transfusions, sepsis, you name it, I probably had it and fought through it. I am a Renal
Warrior. You are a Renal Warrior, your Purple Heart is not pinned to
your lapel, it is part of your organs and it’s beautiful. However, what
were we before? Before the dreaded day we found out we had a
connection to each other’s lives, by extension of oversized needles
piercing skin, and blood tubes connected to humming machines,
that clean toxins out of our bodies? What were we before the medicines we collectively consume, and the diets we share - inevitably
determining our life span? We were simply: children, mothers, fathers, siblings, and grandparents, even caregivers. Moreover, as of
today our lives are not much different than anyone else’s. The battle
they fight, the cross they carry is just different. Nobody promised anyone a forever-rose garden, and no one can predict the unknown
mortality of it—the flowers we smell in the midst of the turmoil we
walk through; the storms we face.
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But we stay hopeful, like a soldier trudging muddy roads, through
thick jungles filled with insects, and venomous snakes; deadly predators are all around us. The creatures we are on the lookout for, and
have to sharpen our senses for, are tangible, but unseen to the human eye. A microscopic enemy on the attack has now inhabited our
lives, telling us what we can do and when we can do it, to stay
safe— wear a mask, take your meds, sterility and aseptic at all cost.
Our immune system is the only warfare ammunition we wield, and it is gentle and fragile. Sometimes we feel like we are pushing a boulder uphill, all by ourselves, with a medical care team
cheering us on from the bottom on the way up,
and our families standing by the finish line on the
top side, hoping for our victory. With swollen limbs, pinpricked extremities, bulging bellies, and stressed heart muscles, we traverse the
world of modern medicine, thirsty, looking for a cure to the yet uncurable, knowing that we cannot give up.
Always pushing the boulder in front of us, carrying our utility kit on our
backs: the oversized bags we carry with blankets, to protect us from
the cold chill of a sterile dialysis room floor, the blood pressure pills,
and phosphorous binders, and Benadryl that stop the itch—
encompassing itch, much worse than the singular mosquito bite one
gets in green lush jungles.
In our knapsacks are the hard candies, to prevent us from getting
thirsty, and that favorite book to help our mind escape the clean,
sterile, antiseptic rooms of dialysis nurses, doctors, technicians, or
perhaps headphones to drown out the hum of that infernal machine,
and go to lands of joy, intellect, mystery, or reality; for just 3 to 4
hours a day you are there—three times a week—in a controlled atmosphere, depending on others to keep you safe and alive. My survival book is my Bible; my faith sustains me. We all have that something: a picture of a loved one, that unfinished manuscript, that businesses plan, or that positive affirmation that keeps you going.
There is joy in hope, and sometimes an ounce will do. After being on
dialysis for eleven years, receiving a kidney transplant in February of
2011, only then, did I noticed the knapsack I was carrying around all
those years before. It was full of determination, missions, compassion,
to-do list, ambition, and at the bottom, the insignificant shame, embarrassment, and disappointment. I was locked into an ever-growing
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community of systematic life-giving procedures, while carrying
around the fears of my teenage boys, who had already lost a father
to tragedy. I hauled around the concern of two older sisters, who
would inevitably take on the enormous responsibility of being guardians. The heaviest was the worry of an aged voiceless mother from a
stroke, with the look of compassion, and sadness in her eyes, that she
tried to hide with a beautiful smile. It brightened my days, letting me
know that in her 90 years she had endured and won many battles.
She was always there for me. As she was in life, she is now incorporeally in death. Her words of wisdom, her strength through adversity,
her gentile humility, and her humor is with me in memory.
The challenges of in-center treatments often seemed insurmountable: getting stuck in snowstorms, braving long hospital stays, fighting
infections, doing dialysis whether sick or well, but it was mostly the
loss of independence that hurt the most. My proverbial knapsack
held the tangible: gauzes, tape, and bandages, the needle pierced
skin, the blood we shed—dried on flesh and clothes, the cellphones
we have on hand in case of emergency to call friend or family, and
let them know we are on our way to the hospital (because of unforeseen circumstances), clinic cards, emergency alert bracelet, insurance cards, doctors and nephrologist names, telephone numbers of,
emergency contacts, and my Bible. My utility kit, just like the soldiers
told who I was, no dog tag necessary.
In contrast, the day of my transplant was one of the best days in my
life, besides the birth of my children, now young men. I had a new
emergence of life, but this time with liberties. But don’t get me
wrong; I still had that invisible, heavy, all-consuming bag on my
back. The contents in it were intangible, telling the story of my life,
who I was, the time I lost, who I could have been, my aspirations, my
dreams, and all I could do with this new opportunity, without physical
constraints.
There were: quiet tears—mourning a life that once was waking
dreams of what I would and should have become; the incorporeal,
at the top, the love experienced with indelible enchantment.
Somewhere in the middle—the darkest part, distant sounds of laughter—from family no longer alive to encourage me to push on; at the
very bottom of the bag, the look on a close friend’s face, who I never
got a chance to say goodbye to as EMS rolled them out the last day I
saw them at dialysis.
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I’d never thought I would be here, again, my life attached to the inconvenient conveniences of my portable hemodialysis machine. It
sits here besides me now, in my makeshift medical room, making
that quiet comforting hum I’ve grown accustomed to. For 7 years I
lived free: went back to college, earned my degree, started a Grass
Roots organization, published poems, wrote, and produced a play,
started a theater production company. I accomplished a few things;
I was giving back. I am grateful, and encourage you to go for yours,
get on the transplant list, do the work, comply, comply, comply. For
those who choose not to, I understand. This journey is personal and
real.
Although my transplanted kidneys failed again, I would not turn the
clock back for all the gold in the world. Because I found the freedom
of home hemodialysis, as I continue to roll that boulder uphill again,
knowing eventually I will get to the top of the mountain. I’m learning
the hard knock lessons—catalyst for the new blue ribbon life I live. I
recognize the insignificance in my significant life. I recognize that
those band aids, gauzes, triple antibiotic, chucks, tape, etc., are
nothing without me, without those 5 weeks of training, without my
home hemo nurse, my doctor, or the person who suggested I could
handle doing and being, technician, patient, and inventory clerk.
Nobody can care more about me than me, other than God. I chose
doing dialysis at home for the freedom, flexibility, and convenience
with a small cost called responsibility. I carry my utility kit proudly, and
all the scars that come from the war against kidney disease. It’s one
of necessity; lets carry ours proudly, caregiver or patient, indiscreetly,
humbly every day on the battlefield. And to all you warriors, one
day, together we will defeat this enemy called kidney disease. We
can win this war.
We carry the hopes, dreams, worries, and concerns of our family,
friends, and if we are lucky enough the medical support of doctors,
nurses, dieticians, and social workers.
As home hemo, or peritoneal dialysis patients, we carry with us the
heaviness of many obstacles: physical, emotional, mechanical,
technological, and worldly. As one HHD patient put it, “no one could
understand or comprehend the complexities, and traumas we experience, unless they experience them..” However we have dreams,
hopes, and lifestyles, and I hope those reading this get a glimpse into the pros, and cons of our choices in the fate of chronic kidney
disease.
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Has your address or phone number changed?
We have no way of knowing unless you tell us. Please remember to
let us know BEFORE you move, or as soon as you have a new phone
number.
The Kidney Society NEWS is FREE for
Auckland/Northland/Waikato/Bay of Plenty/Lakes, Tairawhiti/
Gisborne and Hawke’s Bay people who are pre-dialysis, on dialysis,
supportive care or who have a transplant.
Others, including supporters, are welcome to subscribe to the Kidney
Society News for $25 per year ( 6 issues).
For changes to our mailing list, to have your name taken off the list or
added to it, or to subscribe, please fill in the form below and send to:
FREEPOST 1875, Kidney Society, P O Box 97026, Manukau City,
Auckland 2241. You can also phone 09 278 1321 or 0800 235 711, or
email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz
Name ………………………………………….…………………………………
Phone ……………..………………………..…email ………………………….
Address …………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..………………………….
Please do the following: (tick box)
add my name to your mailing list
(free for Auckland/
Northland/Waikato/Bay of Plenty/Lakes, Tairawhiti/Gisborne and
Hawke’s Bay people who are pre-dialysis, on dialysis or supportive
care, or have a kidney transplant).
I have kidney failure
please change my contact details as per above
please take my name off your mailing list
I am a supporter, or a person with kidney failure not living in one
of the regions above. I would like to receive the magazine, please
sign me up as a paying News subscriber, $25 enclosed.
OPTIONAL: please sign me up as a Kidney Society Financial
Member, $20 annual subscription enclosed, or pay to our bank:
123032 0705009 00, remember to add your name and ‘subs’.
Use of your name, address and any other information about you is
exclusive to the Society and its staff for use in the provision of our services to you
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If you are reading this News in a dialysis unit or kidney clinic
waiting room somewhere in New Zealand and you are on dialysis, or have a kidney transplant or you will soon need such
a treatment, then you can get your own copy of the Kidney
Society News sent to your home, an for many people it’s free!
Just call 0800 235 711 or email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz to
register.

Tell us what you like or
do not like about the
News – phone
0800 235 711 or email
kidneysociety@adks.co.nz

To all our anonymous supporters:
Some of you – individuals, businesses and community
organisations - support the Kidney Society without
wanting any recognition.
Every year we receive numerous gifts in kind and cash
to help us deliver our services, manage our properties and keep our
costs down. To all of you we say THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
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